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Abstract 

"Is a Basic Income of reasonable value, paid to all eligible adults, affordable? A close look at Basic Income 
schemes reveals means of reducing both the initial and ongoing costs. Rather than thinking of the need to 
raise taxes from other sources to meet the annual payments of a scheme, it is more meaningful to look at both 
the method and initial cost of introducing a scheme, and then at the cost of maintaining the scheme. 

Modelling shows that initial costs are limited to the introductory period and may be no more than several 
years payments but spread over a longer period, and that once introduced the cost of maintaining a Basic 
Income scheme is minimal. Increased or new taxes may not be necessary. This counters the simplistic 
contention that Basic Income proposals have high annual costs that must be funded by increased taxes on 
other sources equivalent in value to the annual payments. 

For several reasons, New Zealand is ideally suited for a Basic Income scheme. A Basic Income scheme for those 
over 65, known as New Zealand Superannuation, has existed with little change and minimal ongoing costs 
since 1938. A similar Basic Income for the 18 to 64 age group is feasible and affordable.  

This paper looks at: means of minimising real costs, the progressive introduction of a Basic Income scheme, 
and at initial and ongoing funding." 

I B Middleton 
September 2022 
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Realising a Basic Income 
Introduction 

Governments exist to ensure the collective wellbeing of all citizens of a country and not some at the 
expense of others. Achieving collective wellbeing requires an equitable distribution of wealth. A Basic 
Income is key factor in achieving this.  

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)1 and the International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)2 require governments to maintain adequate, albeit basic, living standards for 
all their citizens.  

Articles 22 to 25 of the UDHR outline the right of all citizens to Social Security, work, rest and leisure, and 
an adequate standard of living. The ICESCR, which is binding on countries that have ratified it and forms 
part of international law, develops these themes further. New Zealand signed the ICESCR on 12 
November 1968 and ratified it on 28 December 1978. Australia signed it on 18 December 1972 and 
ratified it on 10 December 1975. Article 9 of the ICESCR requires states to recognize the right of everyone 
to social security while Article 11 requires countries to recognise the right of everyone to an adequate 
standard of living for themselves and their families, including adequate food, clothing, and housing, and 
to the continuous improvement of living conditions.  

Governments attempt to meet their ICESCR Article 9 and 11 obligations with welfare programmes, but 
most also attempt to minimise the expenditure on such programmes by attempting to target payments 
to those most in need. To do this, they have subjected welfare recipients to means testing, rigid 
monitoring, and other restrictions. Such targeting and restrictions may, however, be counterproductive 
and may work against the intent of Articles 9 and 11.  

There is a better alternative. A Basic Income paid to everyone equally will achieve sufficient or effective 
targeting when the payments are combined with an appropriate tax regime – a tax regime designed to 
ensure that those with the greatest need receive the greatest benefit from the payments. 

This paper begins by considering New Zealand Superannuation (NZ Super), a long-standing example of a 
working Basic Income scheme. The funding of NZ Super is examined in some detail to see if similar funding 
might be applied to an adult Basic Income for those age 18 to 64.3 

The problems with the existing Jobseeker Support system in New Zealand are outlined briefly and Basic 
Income presented as a viable alternative. Ways to introduce a Basic Income are considered together with 
the cost of such a programme and how it might be financed. 

The New Zealand welfare system 

New Zealand has a comprehensive system of benefits designed to target payments to those most in need. 
However, qualifying criteria often apply and payments are abated as other income increases. While this 
is intended to target the payments to those in need, there are problems. The system is unduly 
paternalistic, intrusive, and punitive with sanctions often applied. It is complicated, lacks transparency, 
and has high administration costs. Means testing and stand down periods restrict eligibility. Very high 
abatements rates create poverty traps and disincentives to work or induce those in need to avoid the 
system. Often, both those applying the system and those receiving benefits do not understand the rules. 
The system is open to fraud and is often a political football.  

In contrast New Zealand Superannuation operates with low administration costs and very few real issues. 

The distribution of money  

Ensuring that people with little resources receive sufficient money to survive by providing them with the 
money directly is a better way of distributing money than spending the money on other activities, such 
as public works, and hoping that they will receive some money indirectly. 

Money naturally accrues toward those who have plenty. An initial imbalance of wealth means that people 
with few resources must borrow money for activities such as higher education or to provide suitable 
accommodation and sustenance for themselves and their families. Years of indebtedness can result. 
Money borrowed is repaid with interest adding to the flow of money from those who have little to those 
who have plenty or to institutions able to create money to lend to others. 

Those with money accumulate more with time, while those with little see their debts increase. 
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Governments attempt to counter this accrual of money by the wealthy with various mechanisms. These 
include progressive income tax systems that increase marginal income tax rates progressively as income 
increases. While this appears to be the correct thing to do, lower tax rates or tax reductions on low-
income tax brackets, provide larger absolute tax reductions for those with high incomes than for those 
with low incomes, adding to the accrual of wealth by those who have plenty. 

Tax cuts are often portrayed as a means of boosting an economy when there is an economic downturn 
but there is little real evidence that this works in practice. In 2012, L. Hungerford in a US Congressional 
Research paper looking at tax rates from 1945 concluded that:  

The results of the analysis suggest that changes over the past 65 years in the top marginal tax rate 
and the top capital gains tax rate do not appear correlated with economic growth. The reduction in 
the top tax rates appears to be uncorrelated with saving, investment, and productivity growth. The 
top tax rates appear to have little or no relation to the size of the economic pie. However, the top tax 
rate reductions appear to be associated with the increasing concentration of income at the top of the 
income distribution.4, 5 

In 2022, Cloyne, Martinez, Mumtaz, and Surico, in a National Bureau of Economic Research working paper 
reported that:  

Personal income tax cuts trigger a short-lived boost to GDP, productivity and hours worked but have 
no long-term effects.6 

Rather than boost the economy, tax cuts may achieve the opposite. Economic downturns often follow 
tax cuts. Reductions in government tax revenue resulting from the tax cuts often lead to cuts in 
government spending to match the fall in revenue. The spending cuts further reduce economic activity 
which reduces government revenue further, leading to further tax cuts, and so on. Cuts in government 
spending accentuate economic downturns.  

The reduction in economic activity during an economic downturn does not just impact on the poor but 
reduces company profits and the incomes of those who have plenty.  

During economic downturns, governments often target money toward public works and other activities 
to boost government spending and the economy. This works to a limited extent by creating some 
employment but many people receive little or no benefit from these initiatives. However, profits made 
by the firms boosted will lead to more money flowing toward those who have plenty or to foreign 
company owners, so again, the accrual of money toward the wealthy is likely to exceed the benefits that 
those on lower incomes will receive.  

When an economic downturn is the result of a pandemic and layoffs are expected or occur, paying firms 
to maintain wages is likely to be less effective at sustaining the economy than paying all people an equal 
amount of money in the form of a Basic Income. It is always better to ensure that money is received 
directly by those who need it the most and a Basic Income is the most effective way of achieving this. 
Without money, people cannot pay for goods and services and all sections of society suffer. 

Governments need to ensure that money continues to circulate at a reasonable rate. During economic 
downturns and times of uncertainty, people who are likely to hold on to or accumulate money. But 
government income depends on people spending money. Governments only collect taxes such as GST, 
income tax, profit tax and other taxes when money moves. If the circulation of money slows, government 
income will fall. A government that reduces expenditure to match reduced income will exacerbate an 
economic downturn.  

People with little money tend to spend any money they have on the necessities of life. They do not 
accumulate money, so money moves rapidly enhancing the number of money cycles per annum and 
government tax revenues. Those with plenty of money tend to accumulate money to spend later or to 
spend overseas. Accumulating money by a few and spending overseas both result in a slowing of the flow 
of money, falling or lower government revenues, wealth disparity, and increased poverty.  

An equitable distribution of wealth ensures that all people have sufficient money for the necessities of 
life while ensuring that money moves at such a rate that government incomes are maximised.  

A Basic Income is an effective way of supporting an equitable distribution of wealth so that all individuals 
have sufficient money for basic needs while ensuring that money circulates at a reasonable rate in order 
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to enhance the wellbeing of all, and to ensure that governments continue to receive the tax revenues 
that they need to ensure the wellbeing of their citizens.  

New Zealand Superannuation 

New Zealand has run what may be the world’s longest running Basic Income trial. Introduced with an Act 
in 1938, 84 years ago, New Zealand Superannuation (NZ Super) 7  is a non-means tested and non-
contributory Basic Income paid from government general funds to all eligible legal residents who apply 
for it. Because it is only paid to those who apply for it, it is a voluntary scheme. 

On-going operating costs of NZ Super are minimal. Once registered, a recipient’s payments will only cease 
when they have been out of New Zealand for more than three months or are deceased. With the 
introduction and full implementation of NZ Super, poverty amongst the elderly fell significantly.  

In 1898, New Zealand became a world leader with the introduction of a non-contributory pension for 
those “with few assets and of good moral character” over the age of 65.8 Paying £18 a year, about a third 
of a working man’s wages, with both income and assets means tested, the pension was intended to 
exclude criminals, drunkards, and wife-deserters.9  

The Social Security Act 1938, introduced NZ Super for all those over 65. It paid £10 per year from 1940 
with the signalled intention to increase the payment over time to match the pension. This was achieved 
in 1960, twenty years later.10 From 1960, people eligible for the pension at 60 could change to New 
Zealand Superannuation at 65. 

With the introduction of the universal payment in 1938, the pension, now known as the Age Benefit, was 
increased to £78 a year, about 72% of the average wage, and the age of eligibility lowered to 60. It was 
restricted to those forced to retire early due to infirmity or otherwise unable to work, and remained 
means tested. As wages and living standards rose after the second world war, the Age Benefit was 
allowed to decline in relative value. During the 1950s and 1960s, the Age Benefit for a couple varied 
between 50% and 60% of the average wage. The asset test for the Age Benefit was abolished in 1960 but 
incomes remained means tested. 

A 5% Social Security tax, one shilling in the pound, introduced from 1938 paid part of the cost of the 
enhanced Age Benefit, the universal payment for those over age 65, other benefits, and the health system. 
The Social Security tax later ceased to be an independent tax. The universal payment was made taxable 
to help reduce the cost of the scheme as those earning higher incomes would pay tax on their 
superannuation payments at their highest marginal tax rate. 

During the 2007-2008 global financial crisis, New Zealand elected to not cut New Zealand Superannuation 
as continued payments would help stimulate economic recovery. Consequently, those over 65 were 
largely shielded from the economic downturn and the country shielded from the impact of the global 
financial crisis, so recovered faster.  

New Zealand Super is a taxable non-contributory superannuation scheme paid fortnightly by the 
government from general funds without income or asset testing to all residents over the age of 65 who 
have been in New Zealand for at least ten years since the age of 20. Once registered, payments will only 
cease when a person has been out of the country for 30 weeks or on death.11 

Of particular interest is that New Zealand Superannuation is a voluntary scheme. It is only paid to those 
who register to receive it. While people do not need to retire before requesting it, most cannot resist 
free money so sign up as soon as they turn 65. Only a few people who continue to work after 65 wait 
until they retire before signing up.  

New Zealand Super is paid as taxable income in conjunction with a progressive tax system. This helps to 
target the benefit to those on the lowest incomes. In practice, the government deducts tax before the 
payment is made and an annual reconciliation occurs. With the annual reconciliation, those with no other 
income will pay tax on their superannuation payments at an effective rate of 14% with any additional 
income taxed at the marginal tax rate of 17.5%. Those with gross incomes over $180,000, the highest tax 
bracket, will have their superannuation payments taxed at the highest marginal rate of 39%.  

However, if New Zealand Superannuation was to be paid as a tax-free amount with all recipients taxed 
with a uniform tax (also known as a proportional or flat tax) the targeting of the payments to those on 
the lowest incomes would improve and the overall cost would reduce.12, 13, 14, 15 There are also other tax 
regimes that would improve targeting such as the Transfer Limit or Ulm Model to be discussed later. 
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While New Zealand Superannuation meets most requirements of a Basic Income, it differs from the usual 
requirement that all Basic Income payments are identical for all. New Zealand Super is paid at three 
different rates.16 The lowest rate, which is nominally 65% of the net annual average wage, is for those 
living with their partners. The second rate is for single people who are sharing accommodation, and the 
third for those who are single and living alone.  

In 2022, couples receive a gross payment of $408.66 per week each, singles sharing accommodation 
$495.10 per week, while singles living alone receive $538.24. The corresponding net values are: $356.11, 
$427.33 (20% above the base rate), $462.94 (30% above the base rate). The relative rates remain the 
subject of debate. They are determined by government and based on the perceived extra costs that 
people sharing accommodation or living alone face. For example, some see the lower rates for couples 
as penalising and discouraging relationships and it is often difficult to determine if those sharing 
accommodation are in a relationship or not. 

Since 1938, New Zealand Superannuation has remained virtually unchanged. In 1977 the payment rate 
was increased to the current levels based on a percent of the average wage, the age of eligibility lowered 
to 60, and the pension abolished. Between 1985 and 1998, in response to a perception that New Zealand 
Superannuation was an expensive luxury a surcharge was applied to other income earned, and between 
1992 and 2001 the age of eligibility was progressively raised to the original age of 65. Those forced to 
retire before 65 due to poor health must now apply for appropriate working age benefits if they are 
eligible.17 

Funding New Zealand Superannuation 

When first introduced in 1938, some said that New Zealand Superannuation was unaffordable and likely 
to bankrupt the government. This did not happen and it is worth looking at why it did not. 

A closer look at the funding of New Zealand Superannuation shows that when recipients spend the 
superannuation payments, or a portion of the payments, the expenditure generates Goods and Services 
Tax (GST) so the government receives an immediate tax return. The remainder of the money spent after 
GST is deducted becomes income for others. Spending the money generates employment. Salaries and 
wages are paid and income taxes deducted. Businesses make profits, generating company taxes. Profits 
distributed as dividends create income for others which is taxed. Consequently, the government collects 
an additional 12% to 15% in additional tax revenues from the expenditure of the New Zealand 
Superannuation payments bringing the total for the first cycle up to 27% to 30%.18, 19, 20, 21 

The remainder of the money from an initial payment, not collected by taxation in the first cycle, continues 
to circulate, and may be spent in the following cycle resulting in more money collected as tax. With each 
cycle, tax is collected and the remainder of the money from a single payment is available to spend in 
subsequent cycles. With each cycle some 27% to 30% of the money is collected as tax. The remaining 
money available to spend declines with each cycle, so the tax collected in absolute dollars also declines 
with each cycle. Eventually, the total money returned to the government from a single payment will 
approach 100%.  

The circulation of money and the reuse of money generates further economic activity. This is known as 
the multiplier effect.  

Figure 1. illustrates how the tax returned per period from a single payment declines exponentially over 
time. For the purposes of illustration only, it is assumed that there are 12 payments per annum, and that 
money circulates 7 times per annum. Tax collection, the sum of GST and other taxes, is assumed to be 
27% per expenditure cycle. The number of payment periods per annum and the number of expenditure 
cycles per annum are not the same. The faster money circulates, the greater the number of expenditure 
cycles per annum. The more expenditure cycles per annum there are, the higher the money collected in 
taxes for each payment period.  

If the tax generated in the first period is represented by t1, and n is the number of periods, the total tax 
collected by the government over a number of periods is: 

Tn = t1 +t2 + …+ tn 

Tax collected over an infinite number of periods is the sum of t1 + t2 to infinity. When added to infinity 
this will equal 100% of the initial payment.  
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𝑇 = ∑ (𝑡𝑛) = 100%

𝑛= ∞

𝑛=1

 

This shows that the money from the first period payment of New Zealand Superannuation continues to 
circulate until the government has received virtually all of it back as taxes. The time that it takes for the 
money to return to the government depends on the tax rates and the rate that the money is circulating.  

Figure 1. Tax returned on a single payment over successive periods. 12 periods pa, 7 cycles pa, t = 27%. 

However, the government continues to pay New Zealand Superannuation each period. This means that 
in the second period the total money collected as taxes is t1 + t2, and after n periods it will be the sum of 
t1 + t2 + … tn. After an infinite number of periods the total tax returned each period is: 

𝑇 = ∑ (𝑡𝑛) = 100% = 𝑃

𝑛= ∞

𝑛=1

 

This is exactly the same equation as that for the total tax returned from a single payment over an infinite 
number of periods. This shows that for a mature scheme, the money returned as tax each payment period 
will equal the total payments for the same period. This is illustrated in Table 1. 

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 

 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 

  t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 

   t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 

    t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 

     t1 t2 t3 t4 

      t1 t2 t3 

       t1 t2 

        t1 

Table 1. Shows the similarity between rows: the tax returned per period on each single payment and columns: 
the total tax received for each period. 

In Table 1, the first horizontal row in the table shows the tax returned over nine periods from the first 
payment made at the beginning of period 1. The second horizonal row shows the tax returned from the 
second payment made at the beginning of period 2, and so on for each period. The vertical columns show 
the total tax returned for each period. Thus, for period 2 the total tax collected will be:  

T2 = t1 + t2 

If P1 is the total amount paid out for the first payment period and p1 the amount paid with new funding 
from the government, then for the first payment made at the beginning of the first period: 

P1 = p1 
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If the tax received back at the end of the first period is used to pay some of the second period payment, 
the new money required for the second period is p2 = P2 – T1 where P2 is the total second payment and 
T1 is the total tax returned for the first period. Consequently, the new money payment for any period can 
be represented by: 

pn = Pn – Tn-1 

Figure 2 shows that as the total tax 
received by the government increases for 
each successive period the amount of new 
money required declines for the same 
period until the total tax received per 
period is almost equal to the total 
payments for the period.  

Consequently, the total amount of new or 
external money required to establish the 
scheme is limited, and is not just the 
simple product of the total annual 
payments times the number of years.  
 
 

Figure 2. Basic Income payments by money source over two years with 1.5 cycles per annum. 

Figure 3 shows how the total accumulated 
money required to establish a Basic 
Income increases with time but becomes 
asymptotic at a proportion of the total 
annual payments. The asymptotic value 
depends on the tax rates and the rate that 
money is circulating. For illustrative 
purposes, a tax rate of 27% per cycle and a 
circulation rate of 3 cycles per annum is 
used. The higher the tax rate or the greater 
the number of cycles per year, the smaller 
the total amount of money required to 
start the Basic Income. In Figure 3 it is 
120% of the first year’s payments. 

Figure 3. Accumulated external money required as a percent of one year’s payments. 

 

Figure 4 shows how the total new money 
required, expressed as a percentage of 
total annual payments, declines as the 
number of money cycles per annum 
increases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Total new money required measured against money cycles per annum. 
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Figure 5 illustrates the relationship 
between the time required for a Basic 
Income to become either 50% or 99% 
self-funding and the number of money 
cycles per annum. The greater the 
number of cycles per annum, the 
shorter the time required for a Basic 
Income to become self-funding. 

This shows that the money required to 
start a new Basic Income scheme, such 
as New Zealand Superannuation, is 
finite, but that once established a 
mature scheme becomes largely self-
funding. After some time, the money 
returned as tax each payment period 
will almost equal the money paid out to 
the Basic Income recipients. The total 
initial new funding required to start the 
system is spread over several years. The 
first year’s new funding is less than the 
total payments for that year and the 
new funding required for each 
subsequent year declines progressively.  

Figure 5. The time required to achieve self-funding. 

As a new Basic Income is established, money received and spent by recipients generates economic 
activity in the areas where the money is spent, either geographic areas or specific sections of the 
economy. This generates additional economic activity in those areas and additional tax revenue from 
those areas. This will boost regional economies and the economies of low-income areas.  

If the number of recipients increases over time, additional funding will be required, but the amount of 
additional funding required for each new individual will decline over successive years.  

The amount of funding required to start a new scheme depends on tax rates and the number of monetary 
cycles per annum. While the number of cycles per year may vary over time with economic conditions, 
projections can be made based on current expectations. 

In 2001, the New Zealand government, concerned that an aging population would result in higher 
payment requirements for New Zealand Superannuation at a future date, established the New Zealand 
Super Fund to partially meet future NZ Superannuation payments. 22  This fund invests money 
internationally to generate revenue. However, as New Zealand Superannuation is a mature scheme and 
largely self-funding, when the Super Fund begins to contribute to New Zealand Superannuation payments, 
it will free money that may then be used for other purposes such as education and health. 

As the payments on a mature Basic Income scheme, such as New Zealand Superannuation, generate tax 
returns of similar or equal value to the payments, reducing New Zealand Superannuation payments or 
those of a future Basic Income will after a short period of time result in a corresponding fall in tax revenue. 
Consequently, reducing New Zealand Superannuation or Basic Income expenditure to balance 
government budgets will reduce government tax income and achieve little other than increasing poverty 
in the section of the economy which benefits the most from the payments.  

It is important to note that while New Zealand Superannuation generates annual tax returns to the 
government of equivalent value to the annual payments, because of the circulation of money, not all of 
that taxation is direct taxation on New Zealand Superannuation expenditure. It may be taxation on the 
money as it continues to circulate. Consequently, it may appear that other sectors of the economy are 
being taxed to fund New Zealand Superannuation. 
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Introducing a new Basic Income 

It is desirable that a new Basic Income will achieve the maximum benefit at the lowest possible cost. To 
achieve this, the Basic Income will replace all benefits of equivalent or lower value and partially replace 
larger benefits. Using an appropriate tax will target money toward those on lower incomes and increase 
tax revenues to at least partially fund a Basic Income. The more funding that can be achieved using these 
mechanisms, the greater the possible value of the Basic Income. 

Depending on the value of the Basic Income, it may or may not be possible to fully fund a Basic Income 
by replacing benefits and using an appropriate tax. During the introductory period of a Basic Income, 
additional money may be required, but after the introductory period it will become largely self-funding 
as tax receipts will rise to match the additional payments. As shown above, the amount of new money 
required is finite and is not the simple product of the funding shortfall times the number of years.  

Redirecting money from other expenditure or increasing tax rates could provide the initial funding but 
are likely to be unpopular. Redirecting money from other areas of expenditure will have a negative impact 
on those areas of expenditure and reduce tax revenues from those areas. 

Creation of new money 

Alternatively, new debt free money could be created to introduce a Basic Income. If new money is created 
to start a Basic Income it may result in an increase in total money in circulation. This is not a problem if 
the Basic Income results in increased economic activity. For example, a Basic Income will tend to boost 
regional economies without causing inflation. However, creating more money than the economy can 
absorb is likely to be inflationary and needs to be avoided or appropriate means such as increased taxes 
or interest rates used to reduce the money supply. 

As population or economic activity increase, an economy expands, and there is a need for more money. 
If all money is created by borrowing, dept increases, and the ratio of debt to GDP increases. This will 
destabilise the economy and increase the accrual of wealth by those who already have plenty. The 
problem is compounded by increases in automation resulting in a falling wage component in the 
production of goods and services. People need money to pay for goods and services. To counter this, 
there is a need to create debt free money and pay it out as a Basic Income. 

One suggestion to meet the need for additional money is the creation of debt free or sovereign money 
at a suitable rate, paid in equal amounts to all members of society as a Basic Income.23 This may be 
sufficient to meet any shortfall in funding. As the Basic Income moves toward becoming self-sustaining, 
some of the tax received by government may then be diverted to other uses. 

The current welfare system and Jobseeker Support 

Before considering a new Basic Income scheme, the current Jobseeker Support system, but not the full 
New Zealand welfare system, is considered. 

Jobseeker Support is paid to those who do not have full time employment but are looking for work. It is 
means tested and not available to those who have partners in employment and those who do not want 
to work. There is a stand down period before payments begin. 

The 2022 net payment rates are: single adults 25 to 64, $315 per week; youth 18 to 19 living away from 
home and youth 20 to 24 living at home or away, $274.37 per week, or 87% of the adult rate. 

In addition to Jobseeker Support, recipients are eligible for living allowances at four different levels 
depending on region. The living allowance rates are: $70, $80, $105, and $165. This brings the total 
received to $385, $395, $405, and $480 respectively.  

From 1 April 2022, the highest adult rate of $480 per week ($315 Jobseeker Support plus $165 living 
allowance), has exceeded the highest New Zealand Super rate of $462.94 for single people living alone. 
This has upset the long-standing principle that those on New Zealand Superannuation should receive 
more than those on Jobseeker Support. 

Job Seeker support recipients are required to attend regular interviews to prove that they are actively 
looking for work. For some people living in remote locations this can mean bus journeys of two or three 
hours each way to reach a main centre. Often, there is a very limited bus schedule. If they arrive a few 
minutes late, which may be due to the bus being delayed for mechanical reasons or road works, they may 
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be required to return the following day. If they do not satisfy their interviewer that they are actively 
seeking work they are subject to sanctions that can result in the termination of their payments. 

If they find part time work, their payments are subject to abatement. Living allowances are reported to 
be abated from the first dollar. Recipients may earn $160 before Jobseeker Support payments are abated 
at 70 cents for each dollar earned. Consequently, a person with part time employment on the minimum 
wage of $21.20 per hour can work for 7.5 hours before abatement begins. Abatement is completed with 
21.2 hours work or a total of 28.8 hours work from the start of work. This is 72% of a 40-hour week. 

The system generates very high Effective Marginal Tax Rates (EMTRs). With a 70 cent per dollar earned 
abatement and tax rates of 10.5% and 17.5% in the first two income bands the EMTRs are 80.5% and 
87.5%. The abatement of the living allowance must be added to this to determine the total EMTR. In 
addition, those who do obtain work face additional transport and clothing and other costs. These very 
high EMTRs are a disincentive to work and may create poverty traps so that the more a person works, 
the lower their net income. 

There are reports of people who borrow money having the loan treated as income and having their 
support payments reduced24, 25. One man reported that after working two casual jobs in one week he had 
his Jobseeker Support payments stopped for three weeks, despite having no other employment and no 
other income in the following weeks. 

The system lacks transparency and accountability. For example, information regarding the abatement of 
living allowances is not accessible on the internet.  

Overall, the system is paternalistic and punitive. High EMTRs discourage work rather than encourage it. 
Consequently, the primary focus of people on Jobseeker Support is likely to be trying to retain their 
Jobseeker Support payments and not on seeking employment. 

Many who lose their employment do so through no fault of their own. However, some politicians, seeking 
tax reductions for themselves or their supporters, rather than trying to understand how the system works 
or might be improved, or why people are on Jobseeker Support, portray anyone receiving Jobseeker 
Support payments as bludgers and scroungers and seek further ways to reduce or deny payments.  

In 2010, the New Zealand Treasury, investigating a Basic Income scheme for the Welfare Working group 
concluded that a Basic Income would result in a more equal distribution of income, remove disincentives 
for beneficiaries to undertake part-time work, reduce poverty, produce possible improvements in labour 
market outcomes in some areas, increase employee flexibility; encourage unpaid work; increase 
employee bargaining power; encourage entrepreneurial activity; and reduce the opportunity cost of full 
time training or education while lowering administrative, management and operating costs.26 

For further discussion on aspects of Jobseeker Support see I B Middleton, Basic Income: a means to 
combat the marginalisation of vulnerable workers in precarious employment 2018/2019.27 

Basic Income, a better alternative 

A Basic Income, is an unconditional periodic payment, paid weekly or fortnightly, and paid at the same 
rate to everyone in the same age band regardless of their means. Basic Income is a vast improvement on 
Jobseeker support and other highly targeted welfare systems.  

People receiving a Basic Income are free to seek further education, to seek employment, or to start a 
business. They may also take time away from work to care for young children, or elderly and sick relatives.  

Basic Income trials have shown that people on a Basic Income are more likely to find employment than 
those on monitored Jobseeker support payments. They are also happier, have better mental and physical 
health, and crime rates are lower. The benefits of a Basic Income, when compared with targeted 
Jobseeker Support, are too numerous to list here.  

Basic Income payments also boost and sustain local economies through the multiplier effect, and the 
extra economic activity will enhance government tax revenues.  

Trials have consistently shown a Basic Income produces much better outcomes than targeted Jobseeker 
support. However, the total annual payments, the number of people receiving a Basic Income multiplied 
by the value of the Basic Income, is often and incorrectly seen as the cost of scheme and perceived as a 
reason for not introducing a Basic Income. This is known to be a misleading calculation. The previous 
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section on New Zealand Superannuation shows how a Basic Income, once introduced will after an 
introductory period become largely self-sustaining. 

In many respects, New Zealand with a history of universal payments, including New Zealand Super, is an 
ideal country to introduce a Basic Income scheme.28 

Starting a Basic Income 

The transfer cost, which is the amount of money transferred from those who pay more in taxes than they 
receive from a Basic Income, to net receivers, those who receive more from a Basic Income than they pay 
in tax, gives a better measure of the cost of a Basic Income than the total payments. The transfer cost is 
always significantly lower than the total payments. A Basic Income involves paying money to people who 
are also tax payers and the simple product of the amount paid per annum to each recipient times the 
number of recipients gives the total payments per annum and not the real cost of the scheme.29  

With a Basic Income scheme, there are also two primary ways the cost of the scheme is reduced or 
government revenues increased. 

1. A Basic Income will replace some existing welfare payments of equivalent or lower value and 
partial replace others or greater value.  

2. A new tax regime, such as a uniform tax in place of the current progressive tax system, applied 
only to those who receive the Basic Income will raise additional taxes. 

However, these two sources are usually not sufficient to fully fund a Basic Income of a reasonable size 
during the introductory period. Governments may require additional money, money from other sources, 
to start a new Basic Income scheme. This money may come from diverting money from other expenditure, 
increasing taxes, instigating new taxes, or creating new money. Each alternative must be considered 
carefully and will not be considered in full in this paper. 

In brief, the money required to start a scheme may be acquired by:  

• Diverting money from other expenditure. This will impact on those sections of the economy that the 
money is diverted from. However, those parts of the economy that are funded from Basic Income 
expenditure will grow in proportion so there may be net zero impact on the total economy. Economic 
activity will shift from one area to another. 

• Additional taxes will take money out of those sections of the economy that are taxed to pay the Basic 
Income. This will have a dampening effect on the sections of the economy where the new taxes apply 
while boosting the sections of the economy where the Basic Income is spent. Again, a shift in 
economic activity from the area taxed to the area where the Basic Income is spent will occur. 

• Creating new money to finance a Basic Income is possible if the increase in demand is met, or 
alternatively money creation is limited and appropriate taxes or other means used to prevent 
unreasonable increases in money supply. Money paid out as a Basic Income may reduce the demand 
for money from other sources, reducing the need to create new money with debt. 

The size of a Basic Income 

Basic Income advocates usually suggest a modest Basic Income for adults near the subsistence level30, 
either 25 percent of GDP per capita,31 or between 20 to 30 percent of GDP per capita. 

In their book, Basic Income – A Radical Proposal for a Free and Sane Economy, March 2017, van Parijs 
and Vanderborght suggest that a Basic Income be “both modest enough for us to dare to assume that it 
is sustainable and generous enough for it to be plausible that it will make a difference”.32 They say that 
“picking an amount in the order of one fourth of the current GDP per capita” will meet these objectives, 
sitting on the border of modest and generous, and above the World Bank’s poverty line. They add that, 
while higher levels may be supported on ethical grounds and lower levels on political expediency grounds, 
a Basic Income, once introduced might be increased to 25% of GDP per capita over time. They stress that 
“It is important that basic income advocates do not waste too much time on the question of what they 
would regard as a fully adequate level of basic income, as trying to jump in one go to a “full” basic income, 
however precisely defined, would be irresponsible.” 

For New Zealand in 2022, twenty five percent of GDP per capita gives $17,500 per annum. Twenty to 
thirty percent of GDP per capita would give a Basic Income in the range of $270 to $400 per week. The 
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current New Zealand adult Jobseeker Support rate of $358.97 gross (27% of GDP per capita), $315.00 net 
(23% of GDP per capita), lies within these margins making this rate suitable for the introduction of a Basic 
Income in New Zealand. Using the current established adult rate for Jobseeker Support simplifies the 
introduction of a Basic Income and avoids unnecessary debate on its value. 

Basic Income advocates must be both realistic and practical. For pragmatic reasons, examples and 
comparisons used in this paper use the current net Jobseeker Support rate as the Basic Income rate 
without living allowances added. This allows quick comparisons with the existing welfare system. An 
alternative might be to use the Jobseeker Support rate with the lowest living allowance rate added. This 
would add to the overall cost of the Basic Income scheme but would further reduce administration costs 
with only those in the three higher cost areas having to apply for the living allowance should they become 
unemployed. 

Welfare payment rates larger than the current Jobseeker Support rate could be used for a Basic Income 
but this will upset current relativities with other welfare payments and may result in those payments 
having to also be increased in order that they are larger than the Basic Income. This will further increase 
the cost of the Basic Income and add to the difficulties of implementing a scheme.  

Too high a Basic Income rate will result in unsustainable increases in demand and otherwise unnecessary 
increases in taxes or interest rates may to counter inflationary pressures.  

The Cost of a Basic Income 

Because everyone receives a Basic Income and most people pay tax, Basic Income advocates regard the 
true cost of a Basic Income as the net transfer cost, the net amount raised from net payers to pay net 
receivers. This amount is always significantly less than the total payments calculated by simply 
multiplying the total recipients by the amount of the Basic Income. 

This is of relevance when governments are considering the annual expenditure estimates. Cutting some 
payments, such as payments for a Basic Income like New Zealand Superannuation, is likely to result in 
reductions in economic activity in areas where the money is spent and result in corresponding reductions 
in tax revenue. 

Basic Income detractors, often philosophically opposed to Basic Income, may exaggerate the cost of a 
Basic Income using several known dubious or spurious arguments. These include using gross costs rather 
than net costs, or total payments rather than transfer cost, as a measure of the cost, and representing a 
Basic Income as being paid in addition to all existing welfare payments including Jobseeker Support and 
New Zealand Superannuation without allowing that the Basic Income will replace welfare payments of 
the same or less value. 

Minimising the cost of a Basic Income 

To facilitate the introduction of a sustainable Basic Income scheme it is desirable that both the initial or 
upfront costs of a Basic Income and the ongoing costs are minimised.  

A Basic Income, like New Zealand Superannuation, has minimal ongoing maintenance costs. Like New 
Zealand Superannuation, once registered for an adult Basic Income, people should continue to receive 
the Basic Income payments unless they leave the country for more than a few months or move on to a 
different Basic Income payment rate such as New Zealand Superannuation. 

Principal ways to minimise upfront cost: 

1. Keep the Basic Income basic, that is modest, at or just below the subsistence level. Trials indicate that 
most people receiving a Basic Income will seek to enhance their living standards by seeking work. 
Those who do not seek work are likely to be mothers of very young children or those undertaking 
further education. 

2. Replace existing welfare payments of the same or less value with the Basic Income. Do not make the 
Basic Income an add on benefit paid in addition to other existing benefits. 

3. Make the Basic Income voluntary so that it can coexist with the existing income and taxation system 
and the existing welfare system. 

4. Couple the Basic Income with a suitable tax regime that will enhance the incomes of those most in 
need while minimising the impact on government funds. 
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5. Use methods, such as a three-stage tax scheme or the Transfer Limit Model (Ulm Model) to improve 
the targeting of a Basic Income toward lower incomes while retaining the advantages of a Basic 
Income. 

6. Phase the Basic Income in over time by either starting with a lower payment rate and increasing the 
rate over time, or, alternatively, by making it available to some groups first and others later. For 
example, paying a Basic Income to those most in need first and to others later, or to certain age bands 
first. This might be called, flattening the curve – spreading the demand for new money over a longer 
period until the Basic Income becomes a largely self-sustaining or self-perpetuating system.  

Voluntary Basic Income and phasing in a Basic Income  

An adult Basic Income can be voluntary, just as New Zealand Superannuation is voluntary. Because New 
Zealand Superannuation offers free money, most people sign up for it at the first opportunity, but it is 
not compulsory. There are some people who do not sign up as they consider they do not need the money. 
Others wait until they retire before signing up.  

A Basic Income designed to be voluntary facilitates the progressive phasing in of a Basic Income. There 
are many ways of phasing in a Basic Income. For example, a Basic Income might be introduced for 
beneficiaries first and then later for a particular income band or age group such as those age 18 to 25, 
followed by age 25 to 40, and so on. Those age 55 to 65 could also be prioritised as some are likely to be 
seeking retirement or in some cases are no longer able to work for health reasons.  

In all cases, Basic Income could be offered as something people could sign up for if they want it. The only 
condition would be that they also accept the appropriate tax regime when they receive the Basic Income. 

Requiring people to sign up for a Basic Income is also a way of ensuring that the Basic Income payments 
only go to those living in New Zealand. 

Progressive phasing in of a Basic Income will spread the costs associated with the introduction over a 
longer period. This is a way of flattening the curve. As with New Zealand Superannuation, there are higher 
initial requirements for money from other sources as the scheme is introduced, but over time money is 
returned as tax to the government and the scheme becomes largely self-sustaining.  

Taxation 

Basic Income and taxation must always be considered together. A primary objective of a Basic Income is 
to ensure that those with little or no other income sources have some income while those with higher 
incomes or wealth contribute proportionally. Coupling a Basic Income with a poorly designed tax system 
can undermine or reduce the benefits of a Basic Income. 

With traditional welfare systems, the system attempts to minimise cost by targeting welfare to those 
most in need. But this is difficult to achieve or implement in a fair manner in practice for several reasons 
(see: The New Zealand welfare system, page 3 above). The alternative is to pay everyone a Basic Income 
of the same amount and use taxation or other means to improve the equitable distribution of incomes.  

This is achieved by taxing or drawing back income from those who need it the least, those with higher 
incomes. Removing tax ex post, after the event, instead of ex ante, before the event. Tax systems are 
designed to do this. A proportional or uniform tax will do it automatically. 

Examples of uniform tax are local authority rates where rates are proportional to the value of properties, 
and Goods and Services Tax (GST) where the tax paid is proportional to expenditure. The wealthy are 
likely to own more expensive properties and spend more on goods and services so pay more rates and 
GST than the less wealthy. 

Changing to a uniform income tax without a Basic Income is, however, problematic, see Figure 6. A 
suitable uniform tax rate must be chosen. If the total income tax revenue is to remain the same, tax rates 
for those at the bottom of the scale will increase while those on higher incomes will see a reduction in 
their effective and marginal tax rates.  

The percentage increase in taxation will have the greatest impact on those on low incomes. Consequently, 
a uniform tax is not recommended without a Basic Income as those on low incomes will have a significant 
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percentage increase in taxation while those on high income will have a lower percentage increase or 
decrease in taxation. However, when a uniform tax is combined with a Basic Income, the combination 
gives significant reductions in net tax paid and in Effective Tax Rates (ETRs) for those on low incomes. 

 

Figure 6. Net income with current progressive tax and 33% uniform tax. 

The problem with a progressive taxation system is that while the tax rates for those on low incomes are 
low, those on high incomes pay the same low tax rate on the first part of their income and this reduces 
the overall tax they pay and government revenue. The benefit of the low tax on the first dollars earned 
is not targeted to those with low incomes and is available to everyone.  

Consequently, higher marginal tax rates (MTR) on higher incomes are required to ensure that sufficient 
tax revenue is raised. But higher marginal tax rates for high income levels results in a greater incentive 
for tax avoidance and evasion. A Basic Income combined with a uniform tax produces a better result. 

The present New Zealand progressive taxation system has five stages with no tax-free threshold. The 
rates are 10.5% on the first $14,000, 17.5% from $14,000 to $48,000, 30% from $48,000 to $70,000, 33% 
from $70,000 to $180,000, and from 1 April 2022, 39% on income greater than $180,000. 

A common proposal with a Basic Income scheme is to require those receiving a Basic Income to pay tax 
on all other income at a uniform rate, perhaps 33%. The combination of a Basic Income with a 33% 
uniform tax will still give a negative Effective Marginal Tax Rate (EMTR) for those on low incomes. Using 
2021 figures, if all tax payers in the 18 to 65 age group were to pay tax at a uniform 33% rate, government 
revenue will increase by $16.9 billion dollars per annum. This additional tax revenue lowers the effective 
cost of a Basic Income scheme by the same amount. Government revenue is further enhanced by 
retaining the 39% rate for those earning over $180,000 p.a. 

As high-income earners now pay tax at 39% on income above $180,000, a uniform tax of 33% will reduce 
their marginal tax rate by 6% giving them a tax cut and additional net income. If, as an alternative, the 
tax rate is set at 33% for those earning less than $180,000 and the 39% marginal tax rate retained for 
income over $180,000, this tax cut will not occur and additional tax revenue assessed will increase from 
$16.9 billion to $17.4 billion, an increase of $0.5 billion. 

Retaining the 39% tax for those earning over $180,000 will make the alternative tax scheme for those 
receiving a Basic Income a two-stage tax.  

Figure 7 shows how a Basic Income of $175 per week combined with a uniform tax of 33% will benefit 
those on the lowest incomes while providing just under $1 per week additional income to those with 
incomes over $70,000 per annum. The objective of targeting the Basic Income to those on the lowest 
incomes is achieved. Those who have no other source of income receive the largest percentage increase 
in incomes with the percentage increase reducing to near zero for those earning over $70,000 per annum.  
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Figure 7. A Basic Income of $175 per week with a 33% uniform tax. 

In 2006, the adult Jobseeker Support was $173.92 per week. A Basic income of $175 per week would 
have replaced Jobseeker Support and various other welfare payments resulting in a significant 
simplification of the welfare system. With the adult single Jobseeker Support rate now at $315 per week, 
$175 per week Basic Income will only partially replace Jobseeker Support and other benefits so there 
would be little or no simplification of the welfare system. Nevertheless, a Basic Income of $175 per week 
could be used as a low-cost introductory Basic Income that is then progressively increased over a period 
of years until it is large enough to replace most of the lower benefit rates. Starting with a low Basic Income 
at $175 and increasing the value over time is a way of flattening the curve or peak cost associated with 
introducing a Basic Income.  
 

 

Figure 8. A Basic Income of $315 per week with a 33% uniform tax. 

Figure 8 shows a Basic income of $315 per week, the current Jobseeker Support rate. Those with no other 
income will receive the full value of the Basic Income with the net benefit reducing progressively until 
other income reaches $70,000. With this Basic Income, all those earning over $70,000 but less than 
$180,000 will have an increase in their net incomes of $141 per week, $7,356 per annum, although they 
do not need the additional income. This increases the cost of the scheme unnecessarily. Ways that this 
extra cost can be reduced are discussed below.  
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Figure 9 shows how the effective tax rate 
varies when a $315 Basic Income is paid 
with a 33% uniform tax. The objective of 
a negative income tax for those on low 
incomes and an automatic transition to a 
positive tax for those on higher incomes 
is achieved. Paying a Basic Income in 
conjunction with a uniform tax is a more 
efficient way to achieve a negative 
income tax than negative income tax 
schemes previously proposed which 
tended to be administratively expensive. 

Figure 9. Effective tax rates. 

Three stage tax and the Transfer Limit or Ulm Model 

A way to further reduce the overall cost of a Basic Income scheme is to increase the initial tax rate to a 
level higher than the second tax rate. While this appears to be a regressive tax, when the Basic Income is 
considered with the tax paid, the effective tax rate (ETR) remains highly progressive as shown in Fig 9.  

A higher initial tax rate automatically abates the Basic Income so that those with other income will 
automatically receive reduced income from the Basic Income, lowering the overall cost of a Basic Income 
scheme.  

A higher final tax rate, or tax rates, also helps minimise the cost of a Basic Income scheme and avoids tax 
cuts for those on higher incomes.33 In New Zealand the 39% tax for those earning over $180,000 per 
annum would be retained for this reason. The 39% tax rate might also be used as the first tax rate. 

The Transfer Limit (TL) Model, also known as the Ulm Model, developed at Ulm University about 2004, 
improves targeting by increasing the initial tax rate before the first threshold point which is set at the 
transfer limit. The transfer limit is the gross income level where a person changes from a net recipient of 
government funds to a net payer. That is, from the point where the Basic Income exceeds tax paid, to the 
point where tax paid is greater than Basic Income received. After the transfer limit, the tax rate reduces 
to the standard rate used above, say 33%.  

This enhances the savings achieved with a change of tax system. The TL point depends on two factors 
only, the size of the Basic Income and the tax rate, and is easily calculated. 

TL = B/t 

Where TL is the Transfer Limit in gross income dollars, B is the Basic Income, and t is the tax rate. 

With a Basic Income set at $315 per week, and with an initial tax of 47%, the transfer limit will occur at 
$34,970 and the effective additional tax revenue will increase to $27.44 billion or $28.0 billion if the 39% 
tax over $180,000 is retained. An increase from $17.4 billion to $28.0 billion is an additional $10.6 billion 
dollars. 

Figure 10 shows that with this proposal, the primary objective of targeting the Basic Income to those with 
the greatest need, those on the lowest incomes, is improved. For those earning over $70,000 the fixed 
additional net income is reduced to $47 per week. This reduces the total expenditure on the Basic Income 
while still targeting additional income to those most in need. 

On the graph, figure 10, the Transfer Limit occurs where the net income with Basic Income line touches 
the Gross Income Line (the no tax income line).  

The first tax rate might be lowered from 47% to say 45%, but the gross income level of the transfer limit 
will increase and those on incomes higher than the transfer limit will receive $57 per week additional 
income so the savings reduce. With a 45% initial tax rate the transfer limit increases to $36,524 and the 
tax savings will be $26.2 billion and $26.7 billion with the 39% final tax rate retained. This is $3 billion less 
in each case than would be achieved with a 47% initial tax rate.  
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Figure 10. Using the Transfer Limit (Ulm Model) with 47% initial tax rate, and 33% above the Transfer Limit.  

A disadvantage of the Transfer Limit Model is the relatively high MTR for incomes less than the Transfer 
Limit. However, the value used is still significantly lower than the 80.5% and 97.5% or more than 100% 
EMTRs that occur in some cases with the present abatement of the jobseeker support. The combination 
of a Basic Income with the tax system still produces a highly progressive tax system. 

The Transfer Limit Model, with a higher initial tax rate before the TL point and retaining the present 
higher tax rate for those earning more than $180,000, produces a three-stage tax system. 

Modified Transfer Limit or Ulm Model 

Called the Modified Transfer Limit Model for want of a better name, this model continues the Basic 
Income line with an initial higher tax rate until it strikes the net income line with the present progressive 
tax. This further reduces the total net cost of establishing a Basic Income. 

This intersection point is more difficult to determine than the transfer limit. For a Basic Income of $315 
per week and an initial tax rate of 47% the Basic Income line will reach the progressive tax line at about 
$52,500. The additional tax raised will be $30.5 billion without the 39% tax and $31.0 billion with. With 
an initial tax rate of 45% the Basic Income line reaches the progressive tax line at about $61,000. The 
additional tax raised will be $29.5 billion without the 39% tax and $30.0 billion with.  

This gives an extra $3 billion dollars savings in each case. This means that the same increase in tax could 
be achieved with a 45% initial tax rate with the Modified Ulm Model as might be achieved with a 50% 
initial tax rate with the Ulm Model.  

Examples of a Basic Income 

For these examples, the age range is restricted to 18 to 64 as those under 18 currently receive no or 
alternative benefits and those 65 and over receive New Zealand Superannuation. In 2022, there are 
about 3,142,400 people in New Zealand in the 18 to 64 age group. 

Three different Basic Income rates, $175, $315, and $500 per week are considered. 

A Basic income of $175 per week, $9,131 per annum, paid in conjunction with a 33% uniform tax 
provides an introductory level Basic Income while providing little additional income for those earning 
over $70,000. 

Converting the adult net Jobseeker Support of $315 per week, $16,436 per annum, to a net Basic 
Income of the same amount provides a Basic Income near the subsistence level. At 27% of GDP per 
capita, the gross amount of $358.97 of the adult Jobseeker Support will convert to a Basic Income 
within the normal target range of 20 to 30% of GDP per capita. 

A higher net rate of $500 per week, $26,089 per annum, is used for comparison in the final example. At 
42% of GDP per capita, the gross amount of $569.79 per week exceeds the guideline of 20% to 30% of 
GDP per capita.  
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Jobseeker Support is currently paid with an accommodation supplement for those paying rent or 
mortgage payments at four different levels depending on the cost of living in each area. The rates are: 
$70, $80, $105, and $165. If the Jobseeker Support rate of $315 became the Basic Income rate, those 
with little or no other income could still apply for the accommodation supplements. 

If the lowest rate of $70 became part of the Basic Income payment the standard net Basic Income rate 
would be $385 per week or $20,088 per annum. At 33% of GDP per capita, the gross amount would 
now exceed the target range of 20% to 30% of GDP per capita for a Basic Income. Those with no other 
income living in the three more expensive areas, but not the lowest cost area, could still apply for 
additional accommodation supplement. 

For simplicity, $315 is used here as the Basic Income without an accommodation supplement added. 
Welfare savings are estimated on a proportional basis. 

In recent years, the Jobseeker Support rates have increased at a rate faster than inflation while the 
accommodation supplement rates have not increased for five years. 

The following tables show the total payments, savings from conversion to a 33% uniform tax, and 
welfare savings for the three different Basic Income rates: $175, $315, and $500 per annum, and the 
resulting net annual cost of the Basic Income. Additional weekly income for those earning over $70,00 
per annum is also shown. 

Example 1. $175 per week. 

In example 1, the lowest cost scheme is achieved when the transition from the first to the second tax 
rate occurs at the transfer limit but this results in those earning over $70,000 p.a. paying an additional 
$51 p.w. in tax. 

$175 Basic Income Standard  
Basic Income 

$ billion 

Transfer Limit 
(Ulm Model) 

$ billion 

Modified  
Ulm Model 

$ billion 

Tax rates 33%, 33%, 39% 47%, 33%, 39% 47%, 33%, 39% 

Net Transfer 7.62 6.16 7.54 

Threshold, tax rate 1 to tax rate 2 (gross dollars)  $19,427.59 $360 

Total annual payments 28.59 28.59 28.59 

Extra tax with two or three stage tax  17.36 24.09 17.52 

Welfare Savings 3.21 3.21 3.21 

    

Remainder to finance 8.02 1.28 7.86 

Remainder as percent of total annual payments 31% 8% 31% 

Additional weekly income for over $70,000 p.a. $0.98 -$51.15 $0.01 

Table 1. Basic Income $175 per week 

With a $175 per week Basic Income, using the Transfer Limit model significantly reduces the remainder 
to find but results in those above the Transfer Limit losing net income. Using the modified model to 
reduce this loss results in minimal cost savings when compared with the standard model. 

Example 2. $315 per week  

Example 2 shows that while a $315 per week Basic Income will require annual payments of about $52 

billion the net cost will be significantly less at $30 billion. People earning over $70,000 per annum will 

receive additional payments of $141 per week. Using the Transfer Limit model or the Modified Transfer 

Limit Model, the additional payments for those earning over $70,000 per week are reduced to $47 and 

$0.11 respectively and the net cost of the scheme to $19.5 billion and $16.5 billion respectively.  
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$315 Basic Income Standard  
Basic Income 

$ billion 

Ulm Model 
 

$ billion 

Modified  
Ulm Model 

$ billion 

Tax rates 33%, 33%, 39% 47%, 33%, 39% 47%, 33%, 39% 

Net Transfer 20.43 16.20 16.20 

Threshold, tax rate 1 to tax rate 2 (gross dollars)  $34,970 $52,500 

Total payments 51.46 51.46 51.46 

Extra tax with two or three stage tax 17.36 27.86 32.89 

Welfare Savings 5.78 5.78 5.78 

    

Remainder 28.32 17.82 14.76 

Remainder as percent of total annual payments 55% 37% 29% 

Additional weekly income for over $70,000 p.a. $140.98 $47.15 $0.11 

Table 2. Basic Income $315 per week 

Example 3. $500 per week  

Example 3 shows that while a $500 per week Basic Income will require annual payments of about $82 

billion the net cost will be less at $58 billion. People earning over $70,000 per annum will receive 

additional payments of $325 per week. Using the Transfer Limit Modified Transfer Limit Models, the 

additional payments for those earning over $70,000 per week are reduced to $177 and $0.24 respectively 

and the net cost of the scheme to $43.87 billion and $39.89 billion respectively. 

The increase in Basic Income from $315 to $500 and in total payments from$52 billion to $82 billion are 

both 59%. However, the net increase in cost after savings is from $30 billion to $58 billion is 93%. With 

the Ulm Model, the net increase in cost is from $19 billion to $44 billion or 130% and with the modified 

Ulm Model the net increase is from $16 billion to $40 billion or 150%.  

$500 basic Income Standard  
Basic Income 

$ billion 

Ulm Model 
 

$ billion 

Modified  
Ulm Model 

$ billion 

Tax rates 33%, 33%, 39% 47%, 33%, 39% 47%, 33%, 39% 

Net Transfer 43.43 43.43 43.43 

Threshold, tax rate 1 to tax rate 2 (gross dollars)  $55,508 $121,400 

Total payments 81.68 81.68 81.68 

Extra tax revenue 17.36 31.32 35.29 

Welfare Savings 9.17 9.17 9.17 

    

Remainder 55.15 41.19 37.21 

Remainder as percent of total annual payments 68% 50% 46% 

Additional weekly income for over $70,000 p.a.  $325.98 $177.04 $0.24 

Table 3. Basic Income $500 per week 

The tables show that when a Basic Income is paid with an appropriate tax and replaces benefits of equal 
or less value, the real annual cost will always be less than the net annual payments. Costs can be further 
reduced using the Transfer Limit or the modified Transfer Limit models. 
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Basic Income Total Annual 
payments 
$ billion 

Standard  
Basic Income 

$ billion 

Transfer Limit 
or Ulm Model 

$ billion 

Modified  
Ulm Model 

$ billion 

$175 Basic Income 28.59 8.02 1.28 7.85 

$315 Basic Income 51.46 28.32 17.82 14.78 

$500 Basic Income 81.68 55.15 41.19 37.2 

Percentage increase     

Increase $175 – $315 80.3% 258.1% 1298.2% 87.6% 

Increase $315 – $500 58.7% 94.7% 131.1% 151.7% 

Table 4. Comparison of Basic Income costs showing remainder to find after tax and welfare savings. 

Comparing the models 

Having established the net cost, the annual payments less the extra tax raised and the welfare savings, 
we can now look at the money required over several years. Figure 2 showed that the new or external 
money required to fund a Basic Income declines each year as the money paid out as Basic Income 
payments is returned as tax. Table 5 shows this for a Basic Income of $315 per week for the three different 
tax schemes considered: 

A. Standard, 2 stage tax, an initial tax rate of 33% and 39% for gross incomes over $180,000 
B. Transfer limit model, with an initial rate of 47% up to the transfer limit of $34,970 gross income, 

33% from the transfer limit to $180,000 and 39% for gross incomes above $180,000 
C. Modified Transfer limit model with the initial 47% rate continued to $52,500 gross income, the 

former net income line, 33% from $52,500 up to $180,000 and 39% beyond $180,000. 

Table 5 assumes that a full Basic Income is introduced simultaneously for everyone in the 18 to 64 age 
group. However, a Basic Income introduced over a period of months or several years will reduce the peak 
requirement for money. 

Basic Income $315/week A B C   A B C 

Annual payments          $b 51.46 51.46 51.46   51.46 51.46 51.46 

Net annual cost             $b 28.32 17.82 14.76   28.32 17.82 14.76 

Transfer cost                  $b 20.43 16.20 16.20   20.43 16.20 16.20 

         

  New money required/year    Accumulated new money required 

Year 
% of annual 
payments 

A 
$b 

B 
$b 

C 
$b   

% of annual 
payments 

A 
$b 

B 
$b 

C 
$b 

1 83.38 23.61 14.86 12.31  83.38 23.61 14.86 12.31 

2 55.22 15.64 9.84 8.15  138.60 39.25 24.70 20.46 

3 36.58 10.36 6.52 5.40  175.17 49.61 31.22 25.86 

4 24.22 6.86 4.32 3.58  199.40 56.47 35.53 29.43 

5 16.04 4.54 2.86 2.37  215.44 61.01 38.39 31.80 

6 10.63 3.01 1.89 1.57  233.11 66.02 41.54 34.41 

7 7.04 1.99 1.25 1.04  237.77 67.34 42.37 35.09 

8 4.66 1.32 0.83 0.69  240.86 68.21 42.92 35.55 

9 3.09 0.87 0.55 0.46  242.90 68.79 43.29 35.85 

10 2.05 0.58 0.36 0.30  242.90 68.79 43.29 35.85 

Total. 242.90 68.79 43.29 35.85      

Table 5. Basic Income $315 per week showing new money required per annum and accumulated new money 
for: A, standard Basic Income; B, transfer limit model; and C, modified transfer limit model. 
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In Table 5 shows that when the 3,130,720 people aged 18 to 64 are each paid $315 per week net the 
total net annual payments will be $51.46 billion per annum. With savings generated from a change to the 
tax regime and the elimination or partial replacement of some welfare payments the total net annual 
cost for the three schemes reduces to: A = $28.32, B = $17.82, and C = $14.76 billion respectively. The 
net transfer costs, the money transferred from net payers to net recipients, are: A = $20.4, B = $16.2, and 
C = $16.3 billion dollars respectively. 

Table 5 also shows that when the money returned as tax is considered, during the first year 83% of the 
first year’s payments must be sourced from new money but by the tenth year this has fallen to 2% of the 
total payments. Thus, for tax scheme A, the new money required to meet the first year’s payments is 83% 
of $28 billion dollars or $24 billion and to meet the tenth year’s payments this has fallen to 2% of $28 
billion or $0.6 billion. The Basic Income scheme is now largely self-sustaining. Costs for scheme B, the 
Transfer Limit Model, and for scheme C, the modified Transfer Limit Model are lower still. 

Table 5 also shows the accumulated new money required to fund a Basic Income scheme for each of the 
three tax schemes. It shows that by the tenth year the total money required for each of the three schemes 
in billions of dollars are: A = $69, B = $43, C = $36 billion respectively. The averages over the 10 years are: 
A = $6.9, B = $4.3, C = $3.6 billion per year respectively. 

Source of money for a Basic Income scheme. 

This paper has shown that the funding of a Basic Income scheme can be minimised by using an alternative 
tax regime for Basic Income recipients and by replacing welfare payments of equivalent or lower value, 
and partially replacing welfare payments of greater value.  

Basic Income payments will generate extra economic activity in the areas where the money is spent, 
which promotes businesses and employment and generates extra tax returns for the government. Over 
time, the extra tax returned will increase to match the expenditure and a Basic Income scheme will 
become self-sustaining. Because tax returns rise to equal the payments, the cost of introducing a new 
scheme is finite and not the product of the payments times the years of operation of the scheme. 

By spreading the introduction of a Basic Income over several years, the need for additional money in any 
one year is also spread over a several years further reducing the annual requirement for additional 
expenditure. 

In addition, there are other savings from improved health outcomes, reduced crime rates and other 
positive outcomes that occur with a Basic Income. 

Although a Basic Income scheme will over time become largely self-sustaining, money is still required to 
start a new scheme. With the overall cost minimised as described above and the introduction spread over 
several years it may be possible to initially pay for a Basic Income through discretionary spending. 

If, however, additional money is required it has been suggested that a limited amount of additional debt 
free money, known as Sovereign money, may be created. 34  As a Basic Income coupled with an 
appropriate tax will target the money toward those on lower incomes the money will circulate more 
rapidly and this will enhance government tax revenues. The additional demand created with new money 
will result in the economy expanding in low-income areas to absorb the additional money limiting 
inflationary pressures.  

A Basic Income is the most efficient way of distributing new wealth equitably. Creating new debt free 
money and distributing it as a Basic Income is the most equitable means of increasing wealth. Doing so 
will also reduce debt and result in a more stable economy.  

If, however, it is considered that money must be raised from other sources there are various alternatives. 
For instance, minor tax increases could be imposed bearing in mind that the Effective Tax Rate is still 
negative for all net recipients. Tax increases need not be restricted to income tax and might include such 
taxes as GST, land value, wealth taxes, or transaction taxes. As the Basic Income becomes self-sustaining 
with time these increased taxes might in time be reduced to their original levels or used to fund other 
areas of need.   
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Conclusion 

A Basic Income scheme offers multiple advantages over the current rigidly targeted welfare system. 
Examination of the funding of a Basic Income scheme shows that the cost of establishing a new Basic 
Income scheme is finite and not the multiple of the value of payments by the number of payments over 
time as is often assumed.  

The costs of a scheme can be reduced by replacing or partially replacing existing welfare payments and 
enhancing tax revenue with an appropriate tax scheme coupled to Basic Income payments.  

Phasing in a Basic Income over a number of years lowers the annual cost of introducing a Basic Income 
scheme. Over time, a Basic Income becomes self-sustaining and the amount of money required from 
outside the Basic Income scheme to maintain the scheme becomes minimal. 

Debt free money creation distributed as a Basic Income is an option available for the introduction of a 
Basic Income scheme, particularly one designed to boost economic activity in low income and regional 
areas. Using debt free or sovereign money would eliminate the need to fund the introduction of a Basic 
Income with money from other sources.  

The present welfare system with an undue emphasis on rigid targeting and cost minimisation is flawed 
and creates many problems including extremely high Effective Marginal Tax Rates, poverty traps, and 
often uneven or inequitable implementation. Basic Income solves many of these problems and others 
and leads to a more humane society.  

A Basic Income of $315 per week, $16,436 per annum, with 3,130,720 recipients aged between 18 and 
64, and total annual payments of $51.46 billion has a lower cost of $28.3 billion when tax changes and 
welfare savings are considered.  

The total transfer cost using a modified Transfer Limit Model to pay a Basic Income of this size is $16.20 
billion dollars per year. This is economically realisable and justifiable in a fair and just society. 

Alternatively, if we take the $51.46 billion and subtract the extra tax raised by converting to a 3-stage 
modified Transfer Limit Model, $30.92 billion, and estimated welfare savings, $5.78 billion, the annual 
payments less the extra tax and welfare payments are $14.76 billion per annum or 29% of the total 
payments. This is of the same order as determined by the transfer cost. 

Using the tax generated by the Basic Income payments to pay part of subsequent payments will give a 
total accumulated cost of $35.85 billion over ten years or an average of $3.58 billion per year. This is an 
average of 6.96% of annual payments. 

In the tenth year, the annual amount of new or external money required has reduced to $0.30 billion 
dollars per annum or 0.66% of the total annual payments. In the long term we might expect the cost of a 
Basic Income scheme to be less than 0.6% of total annual payments. 

Whichever way you look at it, the cost of establishing and sustaining a Basic Income is a much less than 
the total annual payments. A Basic Income of this size could be introduced with significant benefits and 
without undue impacts on the New Zealand economy, or the economy of other countries where a Basic 
Income might be introduced.  
V. 230329 
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